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ABSTRACT

High-resolution and detailed regional soil spatial distribution information is increasingly needed for ecological modeling and land

resource management. For areas with no point data, regional soil mapping includes two steps: soil sampling and soil mapping. Because

sampling over a large area is costly, efficient sampling strategies are required. A multi-grade representative sampling strategy, which

designs a small number of representative samples with different representative grades to depict soil spatial variations at different scales,

could be a potentially efficient sampling strategy for regional soil mapping. Additionally, a suitable soil mapping approach is needed to

map regional soil variations based on a small number of samples. In this study, the multi-grade representative sampling strategy was

applied and a fuzzy membership-weighted soil mapping approach was developed to map soil sand percentage and soil organic carbon

(SOC) at 0–20 and 20–40 cm depths in a study area of 5 900 km2 in Anhui Province of China. First, geographical sub-areas were

delineated using a parent lithology data layer. Next, fuzzy c-means clustering was applied to two climate and four terrain variables in

each stratum. The clustering results (environmental cluster chains) were used to locate representative samples. Evaluations based on

an independent validation sample set showed that the addition of samples with lower representativeness generally led to a decrease

of root mean square error (RMSE). The declining rates of RMSE with the addition of samples slowed down for 20–40 cm depth, but

fluctuated for 0–20 cm depth. The predicted SOC maps based on the representative samples exhibited higher accuracy, especially

for soil depth 20–40 cm, as compared to those based on legacy soil data. Multi-grade representative sampling could be an effective

sampling strategy at a regional scale. This sampling strategy, combined with the fuzzy membership-based mapping approach, could

be an optional effective framework for regional soil property mapping. A more detailed and accurate soil parent material map and the

addition of environmental variables representing human activities would improve mapping accuracy.
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Regional soil information is increasingly needed for

ecological modeling, land resource management, and

policy-making applications at a regional or national

scale (Paustian et al., 1997; Heinemann et al., 2002;

Liu et al., 2011; Poggio et al., 2013). For example, glo-

bal and regional models that address climate change,

land degradation, and food security require soil spatial

distribution data as input parameters. At present, soil

property maps derived from legacy (conventional) soil

maps at small scales are still the major source of soil

spatial data for those models (Taghizadeh-Mehrjardi et

al., 2014). However, the spatial resolutions and details

of these soil property maps are not compatible with

other model input data derived from detailed terrain

analyses and remote sensing techniques (Zhu et al.,

2001; Taghizadeh-Mehrjardi et al., 2014), which will

greatly impact modeling accuracy. Therefore, there is

an increasing need to derive high-resolution and de-

tailed regional soil spatial information.

In recent decades, digital soil mapping techniques
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have been developed to predict or interpolate spatial

soil variations on the base of soil samples (Skidmore et

al., 1991; Zhu et al., 2001; Grunwald et al., 2009), and

regional soil mapping has been conducted recently.

Mora-Vallejo et al. (2008) applied regression kriging for

soil mapping based on 95 composite soil samples over a

13 500-km2 study area in Kenya. The results exhibited

that the variance explained by kriging model was es-

timated as 13% and 37%, respectively, for soil organic

carbon (SOC) and clay. Mishra et al. (2009) predicted

and mapped SOC stocks in the state of Indiana, USA

at different depth intervals using profile depth distri-

bution functions and ordinary kriging based on 414

pedons obtained from the National Soil Survey Center

database. As for the validation results, the highest cor-

relation coefficient (r) between the observed and pre-

dicted SOC values was 0.75 and the lowest was 0.34.

Kumar et al. (2012) used a geographically weighted re-

gression kriging (GWRK) method to estimate the SOC

stock for the state of Pennsylvania, USA based on 702

georeferenced soil profiles extracted from the Natio-

nal Soil Survey Center database. They concluded that

GWRK was the least biased and more accurate, when

compared with regression kriging, based on the low-

est root mean square error (RMSE) and high coeffici-

ent of determination (R2, 0.36 vs. 0.23). Wang et al.

(2013) compared the geographically weighted regres-

sion (GWR) method and ordinary cokriging (OCK)

in predictive mapping of soil total nitrogen in a stu-

dy area covering 1 260 km2 using 237 calibration soil

samples. The adjusted R2 for GWR and OCK were

0.57 and 0.69, respectively. Nussbaum et al. (2014)

estimated the SOC stocks of Swiss forest soils using

a robust external-drift kriging method based on 1 033

forest soil profiles. The predictive power of their mo-

del was moderate (R2 = 0.34 for SOC stock in 0–30

cm and R2 = 0.40 in 0–100 cm). Most of the above-

mentioned regional soil mapping applications are con-

ducted using existing legacy soil sampling points with

statistical or geostatistical methods. For the areas with

no point data or in need of updating, efficient deriva-

tion of regional soil distribution is a challenge.

Generally, there are two important steps for di-

gital soil mapping (i.e., soil sampling and soil map-

ping). Both sampling strategies and soil mapping ap-

proaches determine the accuracy of the mapping re-

sults (Brus and de Gruijter, 1997; Gregoire and Valen-

tine, 2007; Brus and Noij, 2008; Heim et al., 2009). Be-

cause field sampling is very costly at a regional scale,

a cost-effective sampling design is especially impor-

tant for regional soil mapping and is a prerequisite for

accurate mapping results. The most commonly used

sampling methods are simple random sampling and

systematic sampling, especially in areas with no prior

knowledge. However, these sampling strategies often

require a large number of samples to obtain a desired

accuracy for soil mapping at a regional scale. Another

common type of sampling is geostatistics-based, which

designs samples based on the spatial autocorrelation

theory. However, a preliminary semi-variogram must

be determined when using a geostatistics-based sam-

pling strategy, which requires a large amount of sam-

pling (Simbahan and Dobermann, 2006; Yang et al.,

2013).

Easy-to-obtain auxiliary information has been used

to assist soil sampling in many recent applications to

improve sampling efficiency; some examples of auxili-

ary data include the Latin hypercube sampling stra-

tegy proposed by Minasny and McBratney (2006),

the sample optimization method to minimize spatial-

ly averaged universal kriging variance by Brus and

Heuvelink (2007), and the multi-grade representative

sampling strategy by Yang et al. (2013). Among these

sampling strategies, multi-grade representative sam-

pling is used to design typical or representative samples

with different grades of representativeness to depict soil

spatial variations at different scales based on the rela-

tionship between soil and its environmental covariates.

It was tested to be effective for soil mapping at a wa-

tershed scale (Yang et al., 2013). There are two advan-

tages of this sampling strategy. First, it is capable of

identifying a small number of representative samples

which reduces sampling cost. Second, the representa-

tiveness information of the designed sample locations

is an indicator of sampling order, which means that

investigators can identify sample locations with higher

sampling priorities and collect those samples first when

sampling resources are not sufficient; they then collect

samples with lower priorities when more resources be-

come available. Due to the two advantages, multi-grade

representative sampling could be a potentially efficient

sampling strategy for regional soil mapping. However,

soil pedogenesis in small-scale areas is usually com-

plex. The efficiency of multi-grade representative sam-

pling needs to be tested.

A suitable soil mapping approach is also needed

for mapping regional soil properties based on an econo-

mically feasible number of representative samples when

employing multi-grade representative sampling. There

are numerous statistical or geostatistical mapping met-

hods, such as regression modeling and kriging inter-

polations, which are widely used in digital soil map-
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